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ABSTRACT Bacteriophage 434 encodes a repressor that,
like bacteriophage X repressor, both activates and represses
transcription. As in the X chromosome, a region of the 434
chromosome, called the right operator, contains three repres-
sor binding sites (ORI, OR2, and OR3) that mediate these effects
on two adjacent promoters. We now show that a part of the 434
repressor, the amino-terminal domain, activates leftward tran-
scription when bound to OR2. We show that 434 repressor
bound to OR2 closely approaches (touches) RNA polymerase
bound to the leftward promoter. Model building based on
ethylation interference and other experiments suggests that in
three cases, those involving X repressor, 434 repressor, and
bacteriophage P22 repressor, and in spite of differences in
detailed arrangements, transcription is activated by a contact
between the repressor and the same part of RNA polymerase.

Bacteriophage 434, like its close relative bacteriophage X,
encodes a regulatory protein that both activates and repress-
es transcription. The following describes the action of both of
these proteins, which are called, respectively, 434 and X
repressor. Repressor dimers bind cooperatively to a region of
the phage chromosome called the right operator (OR) that
contains three repressor binding sites (OR], OR2, and OR3)
embedded between divergent promoters (1-4). In a lysogen,
repressors are bound to OR] and OR2, thereby repressing the
rightward promoter, PR, and activating the leftward promot-
er, PRM (Fig. 1). At repressor concentrations higher than
those found in a lysogen, repressor binds to OR3 and thereby
represses PRM. Each repressor protein is folded into two
domains; amino-terminal domains bind DNA, and carboxyl-
terminal domains dimerize (3, 5-7). The amino-terminal
domains of 434 and X repressor have very similar tertiary
structures (8, 9). The configurations of operators and pro-
moters differ, however, between X and 434: X operators are
17 base pairs (bp), whereas those of 434 are 14 bp, and the
distance between the transcription start sites is 82 bp in X and
65 bp in 434 (refs. 10 and 11 and unpublished data).
For the case of X, according to our current picture,

repressor bound to OR2 stimulates transcription from PRM by
directly contacting RNA polymerase. This idea was first
suggested by the observation that repressor bound at OR2
closely approaches RNA polymerase bound at PRM (4).
Strong support for this picture came from the isolation of X
repressor mutants bearing amino-acid substitutions that im-
pair transcriptional activation without substantially affecting
DNA binding (12, 13). The amino-acid substitutions in these
mutants are clustered on that surface of the amino-terminal
domain predicted to be near RNA polymerase when both are
bound to DNA. Thus one region of repressor recognizes
DNA and another region contacts RNA polymerase and
thereby stimulates transcription. Both of these regions lie in
the amino-terminal domain, and as expected from this pic-
ture, isolated amino-terminal domain activates PRM (6).
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of a lambdoid phage right operator
(OR), showing the disposition of bound proteins found in a lysogen.
The picture describes both 434 and X. OR], OR2 and OR3 are the
repressor binding sites; in a lysogen, repressor is bound to OR] and
OR2- RNA polymerase binds to the leftward promoter, PRM, but is
unable to bind the rightward promoter, PR, due to blockage by
repressors bound to OR] and OR2-

In this paper we show that, as in the case of X, binding of
the amino-terminal domain of 434 repressor to OR2 is nec-
essary and sufficient to activate transcription. We show,
using a two-cycle phosphate ethylation interference experi-
ment, that 434 repressor bound to OR2 and RNA polymerase
bound to PRM are in close apposition. The surface of RNA
polymerase approached by 434 repressor is the same as that
approached by X repressor; thus we infer that a direct contact
between this part of RNA polymerase and a DNA-bound
regulatory protein may be a general mechanism used to
activate transcription. We note that our "two-cycle interfer-
ence" technique is in principle applicable to any investigation
of proteins bound simultaneously to DNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Enzymes and Reagents. The 434 repressor and R1-69

(purified as described in ref. '4) were supplied by John
Anderson. Escherichia coli -ksNA polymerase, EcoRI,
HindIII, the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I,
and polynucleotide kinase were purchased from New En-
gland Biolabs. Alkaline phosphatase was purchased from
Boehringer Mannheim. [a-32P]CTP, [_y-32P]ATP, and [a-
32P]dATP were obtained from New England Nuclear.

Plasmid Constructions and Site-Directed Mutagenesis. Plas-
mids pFB42 and pFB43 were constructed by sequentially
deleting ORJ-containing DNA from a fragment bearing 434
OR mutant in OR3, then replacing the deleted region with
DNA from the lacZ coding region. A fragment bearing 434 OR
was isolated from pRW82 (Robin Wharton, personal com-
munication) after digestion with HindIII and was ligated with
HindIII-digested pEMBL8+ (15) by using standard methods
(16). After the plasmids were introduced into E. coli strain
JM101 by transformation, the ones bearing the 434 OR inserts
were identified as those whose hosts grew as ampicillin-
resistant white colonies on LB ampicillin/5-bromo-4-chloro-
3-indolyl ,-D-galactoside plates (17), and the orientation of
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FIG. 2. Positive and negative control ofgene transcription by 434
repressor and R1-69. The HindIII fragment ofpRW82 bearing 434 OR
mutant in OR3 was isolated and transcribed in vitro in the presence
of the indicated amounts of 434 proteins. Lane 1, no 434 proteins;
lane 2, 630 nM intact 434 repressor; lane 3, 2.4 AM R1-69; lane 4, 8.4
,uM R1-69; lane 5, 18 ,iM R1-69; lane 6, 26 AM R1-69; lane 7, 84 ILM
R1-69. PR and PRM indicate the rightward and leftward transcripts,
respectively. The OR3- mutation reduces negative control ofPRM by
repressor (unpublished data) and was therefore used here to display
the stimulatory effect of 434 repressor and Rl-69 in the absence of
competing negative control.

the inserts was determined by restriction mapping. A Rsa I
restriction enzyme cleavage site was introduced between ORI
and OR2 by using site-directed mutagenesis (18). T (-52 in
Fig. 5c) was changed to C by using a synthetic primer of
sequence 5'-GTATTTTCGTACAATG-3' (the single base
mismatch is italicized). DNA fragments bearing OR2 and PRM
were isolated by digesting the resulting plasmid with Rsa I
and HindIII or Rsa I and EcoRI. Rsa I-HindIII fragments
were ligated with pEMBL8- digested with HindIII and
HincII to make pFB42, and Rsa I-EcoRI fragments were
ligated with pEMBL- digested with EcoRI and Sma I to
make pFB43.

Restriction Fragments and DNA Sequencing. Restriction
fragments bearing 434 OR with OR2 - (T changed to C at -50)
or OR3- (T changed to C at -27) mutations (3) were isolated
by gel electrophoresis after digesting plasmids pRW82 and
pRW85 (Robin Wharton, personal communication) with
HindIII. Restriction fragments bearing the OR1- OR3- mu-
tation were isolated from pFB42 after digestion with Pvu II
and HindIII and from pFB43 after digestion with EcoRI and
HindIII (unpublished data). DNA sequencing reactions were
performed as described by Maxam and Gilbert (19).

Transcription in Vitro. Transcription reactions in vitro were
performed and analyzed as described (20). The 5' ends of the
PR and PRM transcripts were mapped by varying the length of
the restriction fragments used as templates and measuring the
resulting changes in transcript length. Transcripts were
visualized by autoradiography and quantitated by densito-
metric scanning using a Helena Laboratories (Beaumont,
TX) densitometer.
Two-Cycle Ethylation Interference. The EcoRI-HindIII

fragment ofpFB43 bearing PRM and OR2 was end labeled and
ethylated such that each molecule contained on average one
ethyl phosphate (21). Restriction fragments were end labeled
at the EcoRI cleavage site on either the top or bottom strand
as described (22). Ethylated DNA molecules (:50 nM) were
incubated 30 min on ice in 100 mM KCl/10 mM Tris HCl, pH
7.8/2 mM EDTA/5% (vol/vol) glycerol/1 mM dithiothrei-
tol/45 uM bovine serum albumin/200 nM 434 repressor.
Reaction mixtures were loaded onto 5% acrylamide gels, and
repressor-operator complexes were separated from unbound
DNA that contains ethylations interfering with repressor
binding by electrophoresis at 4°C (23, 24). Bound and
unbound fractions were excised from the gel and purified as

described (22). Aliquots of ethylated DNA fragments from
the bound fraction were incubated at 4°C with 434 repressor
in 50 ,u of the buffer described above for 15-30 min. Then 15
units of RNA polymerase was added, and the reaction
mixture was incubated at 37°C for 40 min. Next, 100 AM
heparin was added to inhibit nonspecific binding of polymer-
ase to DNA, and the mixture was incubated another 5 min at
37°C. Complexes composed of 434 repressor, RNA polymer-
ase, and DNA were then separated from complexes com-
posed of only 434 repressor and DNA on 5% acrylamide gels.
Complexes containing only repressor and DNA bear ethyla-
tions that interfere with polymerase binding to PRM in the
presence of repressor at OR2. The relative mobilities of these
different protein-DNA complexes were determined in pilot
experiments using unethylated DNA (data not shown). Effi-
cient binding of RNA polymerase to PRM was not observed
in the absence of repressor. RNA polymerase bound and
unbound fractions were excised from the gel and purified as
described (22). After precipitation with spermine (25), ethyl-
ated DNA fragments were cleaved at phosphotriesters by
heating in alkali (21), prepared for electrophoresis as de-
scribed (22), and analyzed on 6% sequencing gels. Ethylation
cleavage products were aligned with the sequencing ladder as
described (22).

RESULTS
Amino-Terminal Domain of434 Repressor Mediates Positive

and Negativre Control. The amino-terminal domain of 434
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FIG. 3. R1-69 bound to OR2 is necessary and sufficient to activate
PRM. (a) The Pvu II-HindIII fragment from pFB42 bearing the OR] 7

OR3 operator mutation was transcribed in vitro in the presence of
the indicated amounts of R1-69. (b) The HindIII fragment from
pRW85 bearing the OR2- mutation was transcribed in vitro in the
presence of the indicated amounts ofR1-69. Lanes 1, no R1-69; lanes
2, 6 AM R1-69; lanes 3, 13 AM R1-69; lanes 4, 25 uM R1-69; lanes 5,
51 gM R1-69. PR and PRM indicate the rightward and leftward
transcripts. Note that no PR-directed transcripts are seen in a. The
ORI deletion mutation raises the PRm basal level about 3-fold
compared to OR]+ (see Discussion); this difference explains the
reduced stimulation with R1-69 found by using the ORB- OR3-
template (PRm-directed transcription from both templates reaches
the same fully stimulated level). The 2.5-fold stimulation of PRM by
R1-69 seen with the OR2- template may be due to relief of RNA
polymerase interference by R1-69 at OR] (see Discussion).
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repressor, composed of the first 69 amino acids of the intact
protein and named R1-69, both stimulates transcription from
PRM and represses transcription from PR in a transcription
reaction in vitro. [a-32P]CTP-labeled RNA transcnpts pro-
duced from a DNA fragment containing 434 OR were sepa-
rated by gel electrophoresis and visualized by autoradi-
ography. Fig. 2, lane 1, shows the abundant PR transcript
synthesized in the absence of repressor. Addition of 434
repressor turns off PR and activates PRM 40-fold at the
concentrations ofrepressor and RNA polymerase used in this
experiment (lane 2). Similarly, addition of successively larger
amounts of R1-69 maximally represses PR 8-fold and acti-
vates PRM 40-fold (lanes 3-7). The 434 repressor stimulates
PRM about 10-fold in vivo (unpublished data); we do not
understand why activation measured in vitro is somewhat
greater.
R1-69 at OR2 Is Necessary and Sufficient for Stimulation of

PRm. Fig. 3a shows that R1-69 bound only to OR2 is sufficient
forPRM activation. PRM is stimulated 13-fold by R1-69 in vitro

Ethylate operator-bearing
DNA fragments

+RNA
polymerase

FIG. 4. Two-cycle ethylation interference experiment. DNA
fragments containing 434 OR2 and PRM were labeled at one end with
32p (represented by *) and ethylated such that each molecule
contained on average one ethyl phosphate (ethyl phosphate is
represented by v). Ethylated DNA fragments were incubated with
434 repressor (434 R) and resolved by electrophoresis. Two bands
were seen, one, labeled 1, composed of434 repressor bound to DNA,
and the second, labeled 2, composed ofDNA only. DNA fragments
in band 2 contain ethyl phosphates that interfere with repressor
binding. DNA fragments from band 1 were incubated with fresh 434
repressor and in addition RNA polymerase (RNAP) and were
resolved on a second gel. Two bands were seen, one composed of
repressor, RNA polymerase, and DNA (labeled 3), and another
composed of repressor and DNA only (labeled 4). DNA fragments in
fraction 4 bear ethyl phosphates that interfere with RNA polymerase
binding to PRM in the presence of repressor. DNA fragments from all
four fractions were cleaved at ethyl phosphates and examined by
electrophoresis.

FIG. 5. Identification of ethyl phosphates that interfere with
RNA polymerase binding to PRM in the presence of repressor bound
to OR2. DNA fragments were ethylated and separated into four
fractions as described in Materials and Methods and the legend of
Fig. 4. (a) Upper strand as presented in c; (b) lower strand. Lane 1,
fragments bound to repressor; lane 2, fragments not bound to
repressor; lane 3, fragments bound to 434 repressor and RNA
polymerase; lane 4, fragments bound to 434 repressor only; and lane
5, unseparated ethylated DNA. Bands depleted in lane 1 and
enriched in lane 2 identify phosphates where ethylation interferes
with repressor binding to OR2. Bands depleted in lane 3 and enriched
in lane 4 identify phosphates where ethylation interferes with RNA
polymerase binding to PRM. The positions of ethyl phosphates that
interfere with protein binding were determined by coelectrophoresis
with the products of Maxam-Gilbert chemical sequencing reactions
performed on the same DNA fragments (data not shown). Positions
where ethylation interference was observed in multiple experiments
are marked on the autoradiogram (4, positions where ethylation
interferes with repressor binding; <, positions where ethylation
interferes with RNA polymerase binding).

(compare lanes 1 and 5) on a template bearing mutations in
OR] and OR3 that greatly reduce the affinity for repressor
(unpublished data).

Fig. 3b shows that OR2 is necessary for efficient activation
of PRM by R1-69: when OR2 bears a mutation that impairs
repressor binding (Robin Wharton, personal communica-
tion), PRM cannot be substantially stimulated. Transcription
from PR on this OR2 - mutant template is repressed 15-fold by
addition of R1-69, while PRM is maximally activated only
2.5-fold.
We believe that R1-69 fails to stimulate PRM on this OR2-

mutant template because binding of R1-69 is impaired and not
because PRM is inactivated by mutation. We assume that the
OR2- mutation leaves PRM intact, since the OR2- base
change lies upstream of the PRM -10 and -35 promoter
sequence homologies. Moreover, the OR2 - mutation has no
effect on the unstimulated level of PRM transcription as
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O R3 0R2
+4 -1 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30V , -40 ,,, -50
ATTTACCCCCAATCTTG ACAAGAAAAACTGT ATTTAAACAAGAACATTGTATG
TAAATGGGGG G TGTTCTTTTTGACA TAAATTTGTT CTATGTAACATAC
.-iA~h Ada^-

PRM

FIG. 6. Positions of ethylation interference aligned on the PRM
sequence. A, Positions where ethylation interferes with repressor
binding; A, positions where ethylation interferes with RNA poly-
merase binding. The PRm'10 and -35 promoter sequences are indi-
cated by boxes on the lower strand.

assayed by PRM-lacZ fusions in vivo (unpublished data). We
cannot, however, conclusively rule out the possibility that
the OR2 - mutation alters promoter sequences required solely
for repressor-stimulated transcription.
RNA Polymerase Bound to PRm Closely Approaches Repres-

sor Bound to OR2. We determined that 434 repressor bound
to OR2 closely approaches RNA polymerase while activating
transcription from PRM; we did this by using two sequential
applications of the ethylation interference technique (sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 4). We used the OR]_ OR3-
double mutant template described above, which bears PRM
and a single repressor binding site, OR2. DNA fragments
were labeled on one end and ethylated so that each molecule

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 83 (1986)

had on average one ethyl phosphate (21). Ethylated DNA
molecules were incubated with excess repressor, then sep-
arated into repressor bound (fraction 1) and free (fraction 2)
fractions by gel electrophoresis. Ethylated DNA molecules
from each fraction were purified, and molecules competent to
bind repressor (i.e., fraction 1) were then incubated with
excess RNA polymerase and 434 repressor. After electro-
phoresis, two types of complexes were isolated: one com-
posed ofDNA, repressor, and RNA polymerase (fraction 3),
and the second composed of DNA and repressor only
(fraction 4). Thus fraction 4 contains DNA competent to bind
repressor but not polymerase, while fraction 3 contains
molecules competent to bind both repressor and RNA poly-
merase.

Ethylated DNA molecules were cleaved at the positions of
ethyl phosphates (21) and resolved on DNA sequencing gels
(Fig. 5). Each band on the gel corresponds to cleavage at a
specific ethyl phosphate. Bands enriched in fraction 2 and
depleted in fraction 1 correspond to ethyl phosphates that
interfere with 434 repressor binding to OR2. Bands enriched
in fraction 4 and depleted in fraction 3 correspond to ethyl
phosphates that interfere with RNA polymerase binding to
PRM in the presence of repressor at OR2.

Ethyl phosphates that interfere with repressor and poly-
merase binding are marked on the 434 PRM sequence in Fig.

RNA polymerase 434 Repressor 434 Repressor

a

b

c

RNA polymerose -X Repressor 'A Repressor

RNA polymerase

PRM
FIG. 7. Disposition of proteins bound to the right operator in a 434 lysogen (a), a X lysogen (b), and a bacteriophage P22 lysogen (c).

Phosphates believed to be in close contact with the repressors are marked with e, and phosphates believed to be in close contact with RNA
polymerase are marked with o on an "unwrapped" DNA helix. For 434, the phosphate contacts made by RNA polymerase at PRM and repressor
at OR2 were determined in the two-cycle ethylation interference experiment. For X and P22 PRM, the RNA polymerase contacts are inferred
from chemical probe experiments performed on two other E. coli promoters, lac-UV5 and T7 A3 (26). For X and P22 repressors, phosphate
contacts were determined for OR] (4, 27) and assumed to be the same for OR2. We note that 434 repressor has been shown to make identical
backbone contacts with respect to the center of the operator in two different operators (ref. 22; this work), lending plausibility to the inferred
contacts at 434 OR1. In X and P22, the phosphate contacted by both RNA polymerase and repressor (the "shared" phosphate) is marked by
Q. The solid and broken contour lines are drawn to group the phosphate contacts, not to imply the shape of the DNA interaction sites. Regulation
of P22 OR by P22 repressor: dimers of P22 repressor bind to three sites in the tripartite P22 right operator [named OR], OR2, and OR3 (27)]. In
a lysogen, P22 repressor binds cooperatively to OR] and OR2, turning off the rightward promoter, PR, and turning on the leftward promoter,
PRM (28).
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6. Promoter bases are numbered relative to the 5' end of the
PRM transcript (unpublished data). The phosphate backbone
contacts made by repressor are identical in OR2 and in a
rotationally symmetric 434 operator examined previously
(ref. 22; we use "contacts" here to mean the positions of
ethyl phosphates that interfere with protein binding). The
affinity of PRM for RNA polymerase was reduced by ethyla-
tion at any of 10 phosphates shown in Fig. 6. The 5'-most
ethyl phosphate on the lower strand that interferes with RNA
polymerase binding to PRM is adjacent to an ethyl phosphate
that interferes with repressor binding to OR2 (Fig. 6), thus
identifying a point of close approach between RNA polymer-
ase and 434 repressor.

DISCUSSION
Our experiments are consistent with the idea that 434
repressor, like X repressor, stimulates transcription by touch-
ing RNA polymerase. The results of the two-cycle interfer-
ence experiment show that 434 repressor at OR2 closely
approaches RNA polymerase bound to PRM (Fig. 7a). Com-
parison with similar diagrams for X and another temperate
phage, P22 (Fig. 7 b and c; see Fig. 7 legend for an outline of
P22 OR function) shows that each phage repressor bound to
its respective OR2 site closely approaches a common part of
RNA polymerase bound to PRM. We imagine that all three
repressors stimulate transcription by touching RNA poly-
merase near the upstream-most polymerase phosphate back-
bone contact. In addition, we show that the amino-terminal
domain of 434 repressor at OR2 is necessary and sufficient to
activate transcription. Thus all three phage repressors stim-
ulate transcription when bound to OR2 only (11, 27), and the
role of OR] in stimulating PRM is to help repressor bind OR2.
There may be an additional method of transcriptional

stimulation by repressor in 434. The divergent promoters PR
and PRAif are closer together in 434 than in X, and RNA
polymerase at 434 PR probably interferes with RNA poly-
merase binding to PRM (unpublished data). In principle,
therefore, 434 repressor might activate PRM by preventing
polymerase binding to the stronger promoter, PR, thereby
allowing polymerase to bind PRM and begin transcription. We
believe, however, that activation of PRM is mainly mediated
by a protein-protein contact between polymerase and 434
repressor, while relief ofpolymerase interference contributes
only slightly. In support of this view is the finding that
inactivating PR by deletion, thereby presumably relieving
polymerase interference, raises the unstimulated level of
transcription from PRM only about 3-fold, while R1-69 acti-
vates wild-type PRM 40-fold under the conditions of our
experiments.
The 434 repressor does not dramatically alter contacts

between RNA polymerase and DNA while activating tran-
scription; the contacts made by RNA polymerase to 434 PRM
are identical in the -10 and -35 regions to those made to the
lac-UV5 and T7 A3 promoters (26) even though the latter two
promoters do not require an activator protein for efficient
transcription. The spacing between the -10 and -35 pro-
moter homologous sequences differs among the three pro-
moters-T7 A3 has one fewer base between the conserved
promoter sequences than lac-UV5 and 434 PRM-and the

-10 and -35 groups of phosphate backbone contacts to T7
A3 are also one base closer together. Thus the polymerase
backbone contacts maintain a constant relation to the con-
served promoter sequences.
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